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'The 100' on Netflix Canada

The futuristic sci-fi drama series 'The 100' will have its debut on Netflix Canada on March 20th, a day after its premiere on The CW.
 
 Warner Bros. decide to choose Netflix instead of a local Canadian network. “We are pleased to have Netflix as the Canadian home for this series. The 100 is a terrific series, and we believe Netflix will provide a great platform, allowing fans to start from the beginning at the time of their choosing,” said Jeffrey R. Schlesinger, president of Warner Bros. Worldwide Television Distribution, in a statement on Wednesday.
 
 The series stars Eliza Taylor, Paige Turco, Thomas McDonell, Marie Avgeropoulos and Bob Morley. Elizabeth Craft, Sarah Fain, Jason Rothenberg, Leslie Morgenstein and Gina Girolamo are executive producers.
 
 'The 100' is produced by Bonanza Productions, in collaboration with Alloy Entertainment, Warner Bros. Television and CBS Television Studios.
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Next episode
No new episodes, series is terminated.
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Latest news
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Prime Video reschedules Fallout premiere date

Prime Video has released the premiere of the controversial new drama series Fallout from Westworld creators Jonathan Nolan and Lisa Joy.

Today, 12:52

[image: Michael Bradway added to season twelve of Chicago Fire]
Michael Bradway added to season twelve of Chicago Fire

NBC's Chicago Fire continues to heat up. Season twelve features Michael Bradway in a recurring role.

Today, 10:02
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CBS crime series S.W.A.T. (2017) comes to Netflix

Netflix will soon make its umpteenth series purchase from other parties, after the success of Dexter and Suits, among others.

Today, 09:02

[image: Start date and official trailer for the final season of Evil]
Start date and official trailer for the final season of Evil

Pea soup vomit and the creepiest creatures make an appearance in the official trailer for the final season of Evil on Paramount+.

Yesterday, 16:02
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First-look photos and teaser for the second season of The Serpent Queen

The Serpent Queen will soon return to Starz. The cable network has released a trailer and first-look photos for season two.

Yesterday, 15:02
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Premiere date, teaser, first-look photos and new cast members for Hotel Cocaine

MGM+ has released a teaser for the '70s crime thriller series Hotel Cocaine and revealed the remaining cast. In addition, first-look photos and the premiere date of the eight-episode series have been released.

Yesterday, 14:02
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TV Guide
Choose per series where you want be kept informed of. For instance new episodes or start of a new season.


Discover series

Looking for new series? There must be one among the more than 21.300 series. And otherwise the community of 503.000 members can assist you.


Everything about TV-series
We have all the information about your favorite TV series. From the latest news or reviews till a list of the episodes.
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